3D ultrasound-CT registration in orthopaedic trauma using GMM registration with optimized particle simulation-based data reduction.
Accurate real-time registration of intra-operative ultrasound (US) to computed tomography (CT) remains a challenging problem. In orthopedic applications, a recent promising approach proposed the use of Gaussian mixture modeling for bone surface registration. Though relatively successful, the method relied on naive and error prone subsampling of the surfaces registered to reduce computational cost and also heavily relied on heuristically-set parameters for bone surface generation. In this paper, we present an improved approach employing a novel point simplification method that redistributes surface points to better represent the surface achieving near real-time registration with higher accuracy and robustness. We also present a framework for automating the parameter selection in the bone surface extraction step. For validation, we present extensive quantitative tests on phantom and clinical data obtained by scanning patients with pelvic ring fractures in the operating room. We show an 89% average improvement in target registration error over the recent GMM registration based method.